DIALIGN 2: improvement of the segment-to-segment approach to multiple sequence alignment.
The performance and time complexity of an improved version of the segment-to-segment approach to multiple sequence alignment is discussed. In this approach, alignments are composed from gap-free segment pairs, and the score of an alignment is defined as the sum of so-called weights of these segment pairs. A modification of the weight function used in the original version of the alignment program DIALIGN has two important advantages: it can be applied to both globally and locally related sequence sets, and the running time of the program is considerably improved. The time complexity of the algorithm is discussed theoretically, and the program running time is reported for various test examples. The program is available on-line at the Bielefeld University Bioinformatics Server (BiBiServ) http://bibiserv.TechFak.Uni-Bielefeld.DE/dial ign/